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Foam Type Rubber Fender

Foam filled Rubber fender applicable for docks with large tidal range and small docks is one of the most
commonly used fenders. It has a strong adaptability to the environment. Its installation is very simple
and consists of flying, ring, end, plate, reinforced, pipe, bore, foam, rubber, and rubber.

We think the Foam Rubber fender can help customers protect ships and docks in less environmentally
friendly areas. In the face of complex sea conditions, Foam, Rubber, fender can play a very good energy
absorption, it is a very good product. Also, we can also customize according to customer requirements.

Our foam boat fenders have already produced this kind of products for over 20 years and severed kinds
of customers, including Southeast Asian customers, European customers, and even African customers,
almost all customers become our friends now.

We believe that with our rich experience, we can offer suggestions to make the most suitable scheme.

Our Foam Type Rubber fender requires very many inspection procedures in the factory before, after our
company's detection, products will be sent to the University of Science and Technology of China
Laboratory for further testing of the third party, and after confirming the monitoring data we will
correct for product packaging, packing operation. In this way, we have a very good guarantee for the
quality of the products in hand and the user experience.

Also, if users encounter any problems during the process, we will provide as much help as possible, and
even provide free door-to-door service. What we do is to build a relationship of trust with our
customers, not just buying and selling.

For the very best end-to-end solutions, please connect DPNRUBBER Workstation, or you can connect us
by E-mail, you will get the reply within 24 hours.
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